Technical Data

Celadon T200/T300 WlR SeRieS PRobe CaRdS
The Celadon T200/T300 parametric probe cards are designed for long-term, multi-site, high-density wafer level reliability tests up to
400°C. In today’s economic environment conventional reliability data is needed quickly while eliminating the cost, electrical stress, and
delay of parts packaging while maintaining a wafer performance map. A wafer performance map is needed when correlating process
tool performance and other on-wafer tests. Typical reliability applications include EM, NBTI, BTS, HCI, and TDDB. These products are
designed to enable statistically significant sample sizes of devices on wafer. Relative to losses in the cable and switching, the leakage
losses and errors introduced by this high performance card are nearly transparent in most applications. Designed to introduce minimal
leakage over the widest temperature ranges, the T200/T300 series is designed to maximize test efficiency with minimal number of WLR
testers and probers. The T200/T300 series probe cards are usually connected to rack and stack or commercial reliability testers with
interfaces that Celadon provides. Celadon’s goal is to provide the highest performance connection from wafer to tester.
■ Difference between the T200 D series and
T300 D series – the T200 covers up to a 180 mm
diameter on the wafer and the T300 covers up
to a 280 mm diameter on a wafer.
■ Celadon’s T200/T300 series is available in three
product versions:
■

■

■

Low leakage (LL) – designed to deliver fast
settling time and a low leakage solution for
applications such as HCI, NBTI and TDDB
Non-low leakage (HT) – value based design
for applications such as Electromigration
High voltage (HV) – designed for non low
leakage high temperature test at high
operating voltages

These probe cards provide extreme operation
over the widest temperature ranges while
retaining their crash resistant properties and
low thermal expansion characteristics. Pad
probing is enabled by Celadon Ceramic Button
Tile™ technology construction which keeps
the probe on the pads while minimizing probe
movement at temperature.
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■ Designed to maximize available data in minimum time
through parallel test
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■ Designed to have minimal Z deflection or “oil canning” over
the temperature®ÊÊrange
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■ ButtonTile™ to ButtonTile™ or site-to-site expansion closely
matched to wafer expansion
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The probes are mounted in a precisely fabricated ceramic
button. Each probe is retained in a protective slot in the
ceramic. They are called Button Tiles™ because they typically
have from 1 to 32 probes for each site and look similar to a
button. The protective slot in the button combined with a
unique shape allows the probes to maintain alignment. The slot
provides self alignment of probes while providing space for the
probes to permit a controlled over-travel for crash resistance,
which can occur with overdrive, prober malfunction, operator
error, improper alignment, wafer warp or chuck warp. During
severe over-travel, the probes beams retract into the ceramic
body and the wafer may contact the ceramic.
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Button Tiles shown without and with probes. The photo
(above, left) shows protection and locating cavity in ceramic.
The photo (above,right) is populated position for typical
reliability application.
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Probe contact
Visit our web site at www.celadonsystems.com
for a full animation.
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Replacement for the T200/T300 series is performed by
pulling the probe out of the slot and body and reconnecting
a new probe. Probes can be individually replaced without
the need for solder or epoxy to hold probes in alignment
position.
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1. Probe before contact.

2. Probe in normal contact
with the wafer.
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3. Probe card crash,
the probe ﬂexes up into
the protective slot.

4. Probe back in normal
contact with the wafer.
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Celadon T200/T300 WLR Series Probe Cards

Probe Card Holders

Atmosphere Considerations

This product is specifically designed to be held in a
temperature compensated probe card holder. Celadon makes
several versions of these products depending upon the type
of prober used. Analytical probers usually have versions that
allow for theta rotation while autoprobers with programmable
theta do not require this if they have probe-to-pad alignment
cameras. Please see our website for information on Celadon
Modular Adapters™.

The T200/T300 series is designed to work in an inert
atmosphere such as a nitrogen-filled probe enclosure or
Faraday cage to prevent pad oxidation at temperatures
above 300°C. The inert atmosphere enables humidity control
which will allow for low current measurements. For some
high voltage applications, arcing is reduced with special
gases. Controlled Atmosphere probing is required for probing
below the dew point. Lifetime predictions may be effected
by atmospheric test conditions so a controlled atmosphere
is beneficial. It is a requirement for probing bare copper to
minimize pad oxidation.

Microscope Considerations
The T200/T300 series is also designed to be used with
microscopes that move over the entire range to be probed. It
will work with either upward-looking cameras or downwardlooking cameras. Magnification levels for downward-looking
microscopes should be from 20X to 50X. Cards are normally
designed for microscope objectives with 34 mm working
distance on analytical probers with downward-looking
objectives. Upward-looking microscopes are often used on
high-end analytical probers and autoprobers. Upward-looking
microscopes can automate probe-to-pad alignment. Certain
high density cards with large numbers of probes are not
compatible with downward-looking microscopes due to wiring
density. The wiring density or use of high-voltage cable can
make the probe card too thick and exceed microscope working
distance. This should be verified prior to order placement.

Z Force Considerations
Since the T200/T300 series probe card can have up to 3000
probes for 300 mm (2000 for 200 mm), the requirements on
the probe card holder, platen, prober and stage need to be
considered for rigidity and tilt when using this product. A
rough estimate: a chuck needs to have an upward Z force of
10 grams per probe. A very typical application and example:
60 sites with 5 probes per site requires 300 probes which
generate a Z force of 3000 grams at 75 microns of overdrive.
The X- Y Stage for the chuck does not need to move much for
whole wafer testing. Call Celadon Applications support to
review this before purchase.

Expansion Vs. Pad Size
The design goal was to keep site-to-site or button-to-button
expansion very closely matched to the pads on the wafer. The
reality is that wafers expand at different rates. Wafer expansion
rates relate to metallization, grain or crystal orientation and
localized heating effects in the prober. Uneven heating of the
wafer or non-uniform air flows over the wafer cause slight
expansion mismatches. While the design of the card is closely
matched to the wafer, it is not a perfect match. The probe card
expands at different rates vs. temperature once the Curie point
for the base metal is exceeded. Because of this, Celadon will
conservatively recommend minimum pad sizes for particular
test temperature ranges based on empirically derived
information. The primary factors for the relationship are:
■■Distance between points to be probed and pad location
radius from the center of wafer
■■Pad Size
■■Test Temperature Range
■■Chuck Flatness over the temperature range

Secondary Factors Include:
■■Probe-to-Probe Alignment Tolerance
■■ Clear Aperture
■■ Prober Probe-to-Pad Alignment
■■ Percentage of metal and number of layers in wafer
Celadon engineers have developed computerized models to
figure out what temperature range a probe will stay on a pad
vs. diameter using centered and biased probe alignments (off
center to compensate for scrub).
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Celadon T200/T300 WLR Series Probe Cards

Probe to pad alignment for wafer area and temperature.
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Active Cooling
Active cooling of the probe card is required for operation above
300°C. Active cooling is achieved with three SCFM (standard
cubic feet per minute) of Nitrogen or dry compressed air.

Wiring Options
To reduce the number of connectors, the T200/T300 series
may be designed to have sources, drains, emitters or collectors
wired in common. The disadvantage of common wiring–it may
limit what tests and monitoring can be performed on certain
devices. It is suggested that Quasi- Kelvin wiring, two wires to
each probe or connector, be considered for accuracy reasons to
eliminate effects of wire, interconnect and switching matrix
resistance. Wafer level reliability predictions will be improved
by a more accurate measurement. Celadon suggests that you
check with the vendor of the wafer level reliability system
to see which wiring technique is required. Wire lengths can
be adjusted to run to a connector interface panel on light
tight enclosure, to an external connector panel which may
affect low leakage performance or directly to a tester. For
EM applications, normal wiring is a single conductor cable.
For TDDB, HCI and pulsed reliability tests, high temperature
coaxial wire is used. The goal for low current applications
is to minimize the length of coaxial wire and keep it in the
light tight enclosure or user-supplied Faraday cage. When
the cable exits the Faraday cage or light tight enclosure, the
temperature is lower and it is better to use a triaxial cable to
reduce noise and settling time.

Connectors
The T200/T300 LL version has a number of either single- or
multi-contact coaxial connectors on a pigtail. The connections
from each probe are brought out on a low-noise, hightemperature coaxial cable where the shield of the cable is
connected to a guard for parameter analyzer or reliability
systems applications. Having a connector on an extension
makes it easier to plug a large number of cables securely
together when they are mounted on a prober. Also, the multicontact connectors must be shielded from chuck temperatures
that may exceed 200°C. Since no connector hangs below the
probe card, the format of using a multi-contact cable on an
extension allows this card to be rotated in a Celadon Modular
Adapter™ on analytical probers and eliminates the needs for

www.celadonsystems.com

edge connectors. The T200/T300 HT version uses plain high
temperature single conductor wire and is often connected
to subminiature type D connectors. A High Voltage version is
available with stripped wire or user-specified, high-voltage
connectors.

Touch Down Sensors
Most analytical probers that do not have height-profiling,
upward-looking cameras will require a sensor in each corner
of a wafer to verify when touch down occurs. Touch down
sensors are used to aid in planarization and set the Z height
at each temperature. It is recommend that you order touch
down sensors with this series card and purchase a touch
down sensor indicator box. Before using this product, verify or
calibrate chuck planarity at temperature, platen planarity and
probe card planarity.

Mechanical Characteristics
■■Maximum Number of Probes: T300: 3000; T200: 2000
■■Tip Radius Available: 0.0125 mm (standard); 0.0063 mm;
0.025 mm; others available
■■Shape: Polished round, flat available
■■Minimum Pitch: 60 microns (probes from both sides)
■■Minimum Die-to-Die Spacing: 22 mm
■■Probe Material: Tungsten Rhenium (standard) (WRe);
Beryllium Copper; other materials available
■■X-Y Accuracy: +/-5 microns with
biased alignments available
■■Z Accuracy: +/-5 microns available at extra charge
■■Z Probe Tip Variation Over Entire Probe Card:
+/-12 microns over 280,000 microns
■■Z Probe Tip Variation Over a Single Site: +/-8 microns over
25,000 microns
■■Wafer Test Operating Temperature Range:
-65°C to 300°C; 400°C with high temperature option; 500°C
with active cooling
■■Probe Card Storage Temperature Range: -65 to 150°C
■■Coverage Areas: T200: 180 mm , T300: 280 mm
■■T200 Size without Pigtail: 200 mm O.D.
■■T300 Size without Pigtail: 294 mm O.D.

Celadon T200/T300 WLR Series Probe Cards

How to Order
Model + Leakage -number of pins (xxx) - number of sites (sss) -connector type (t) - number of quasi-kelvin pins (qqggq)
ttt = Connector Type (male plug)
1 = Number of Sites
(01-1000)

xx = Number of Probes (01-3000)

	AMP = AMP Microcoax 'Plug'
These are non low leakage
Connector with Backshell
connectors for the HT Version:
ANP = A
 dvanced Microcoax 'Plug'
	D2P= D-Sub 25 Pin Plug		
Connector with Backshell
D3P=D-SUB 29-Pin Plug
CBP = B
 NC 'Plug' Connector (2-Lug)
D4P= D-SUB 37-Pin Plug		
T3P = Triax 'Plug' Connector (3-Lug)
D5P=D-SUB 50-Pin Plug
SMP = SMA 'Plug' Connector
L8P = Type8 'Plug' Connector
SPC = Customer Defined Connector

gggggg-xx .1-ttt-qq
gggggg = P
 robe Card Type
		
 200LLD = 2 00 MM Low Leakage Drop In For Modular Adapter
T
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

qq = Kelvin Connection Type

T200HTD = 200 MM Non Low Leakage in For Modular Adapter
T200HVD = 200 MM High Voltage for Modular Adpater
T200LLR = 200 MM Low Leakage Drop In For Rigid Probe Card Adapter
T200HTR = 200 MM Non Low Leakage in For Rigid Probe Card Adapter
T200HVR = 2
 00 MM High Voltage for Rigid Probe Card Adpater
T300LLD = 300 MM Low Leakage Drop In For Modular Adapter
T300HTD = 300 MM Non Low Leakage in For Modular Adapter
T300HVD = 3
 00 MM High Voltage for Modular Adpater
T300LLR = 300 MM Low Leakage Drop In For Rigid Probe Card Adapter
T300HTR = 3
 00 MM Non Low Leakage in For Rigid Probe Card Adapter
T300HVR = 300 MM High Voltage for Rigid Probe Card Adpater

S or Blank = Single Wire to Each Probe
QK = Quasi-Kelvin – two wires to each probe
K= Kelvin = two probes per pad

■■Number of probes: 1 to 3000

Probe Card Options

■■Probe type is polished round tip: 0.0125 mm
(default radius); other sizes and shapes are available.

■■Product may be made with interlaced or same
side probes depending on layout and pitch

■■Pigtail cable type (T200/T300 LL): Celadon-designed,
ultra-high-performance, high-temperature, low-noise
microcoax, low triboelectric effect cable

■■Product may be wired for Quasi-Kelvin connections
or Kelvin (depending on pad size)

■■Pigtail cable type (T200/T300 HT): Teflon® coated
multi-strand hookup wire; high voltage cable optional.

■■Active Cooling

■■Cable length in cm. (from the end of the chassis
to the connector)

Electrical Characteristics

■■Touchdown sensor type: Default is no touch down sensor,
other options are NC (normally closed), INC (isolated
normally closed)
■■Beam Length in mm: 3.8 mm high Z force,
6 mm crash resistant (default); 7.6 mm SoftTouch™
■■Probe depth in mm: Dependent on probe make
and model – set by probes and modular adapter
■■Number of sites: 1 to 1000

www.celadonsystems.com

■■Crash Resistant Probes

■■Leakage <5 fA/Volt from -65°C to 75°C in 10 seconds
■■Leakage <10 fA/Volt from -75 °C to 100°C in 10 seconds
■■Leakage < 50 fa/Volt from 100°C to 150°C in 10 seconds.
■■Leakage <300 fA/Volt from 150°C to 200°C in 10 seconds
■■Leakage <1 pA/Volt from 200°C to 300°C at 10 seconds

Celadon T200/T300 WlR SeRieS PRobe CaRdS

suggested oPtions:
■ Triax Cable Harness for Keithley and Agilent Low Leakage
Matrix. 25-three lug triax plug connectors, 3.0 meters ultrahigh-performance, low-noise, low-leakage triax cables, 26-pin
microcoax connector, and one ground pin.
■ Cable Harness for Various Testers – Celadon makes a number of
interface cables to go from specific reliability testers or pin jack
systems to each probe card or light tight enclosure. There are a
number of standard cables available on our website with many
different connector options. Also available: boards that plug
into reliability testers for different reliability tests such as EM,
AHCI, HCI, HVHCI and TDDB.
■ Light Tight Enclosure (Octagon) and Cable Manifold – This is
the ultimate high performance top enclosure. It forms a light
tight enclosure which fits over the platen, modular adapter
and probe card. Built out of conductive plated metal, it forms
a top portion of a Faraday cage. Recent tests have indicated
a very significant reduction in stray noise and improvement
in low leakage performance in noisy areas. Since the tiles use
coax with guard on the outside, this forms the shield required
for noise reduction. This product is usually equipped with a
connector manifold to provide cable strain relief, protect the
probe card and provide an orderly
place for cable interface. The
product relies on prober positive
pressure for humidity control.
The goal is to create a mini
atmosphere for the probe card
to control wafer oxidization
and humidity control.

■ Celadon Modular Adapter™ – This is the ultimate highperformance rigid high-Z-force probe card holder. It has threepoint planarization with a set of personality rings available for
the prober it will be used on. Two versions are available. One
version is for autoprobers and one is for
analytical probers. Two sizes are available
(200 mm and 300 mm). The product is
designed with many interchangeable
personality plates to allow it to hold
4.5” Celadon cards such as the T72,
VersaTile™ or other types of probe
cards that need rotation, high Z force,
high thermal stability for small pad
probing and precise easy planarization.
■ 300 mm to 200 mm Adapter – This is designed to be used with
a Celadon 300 mm modular adapter or Celadon high rigidity
adapter. It allows a T200 Series card to be used on a 300 mm
prober equipped with a 300 mm Celadon modular adapter or
300 mm high rigidity adapter.
■ Pin Scramblers – This product is similar to a manual switch
matrix. It is designed to allow manual configuration changes by
installing jumpers between the test system and probe card. It
is designed to have minimal electrical disturbance. It replaces a
switch matrix and does take time to switch between tests.

Patents
Celadon Systems, Inc.’s business, products, and processes are protected by U.S. and
International patents and pending U.S. and International patent applications.
copyrights
Celadon Systems, Inc.’s copyrightable materials including printed materials,
software, website, etc. are protected by:
Copyrights © 1998-2007. All Rights Reserved
other intellectual Properties
Celadon Systems, Inc. owns other intellectual properties, including but not limited to, trade
secrets, domain names, and technology know-how.
For more information see Celadon Web Site/About Us/Intellectual Property

Contact Celadon for more information today.
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14763 Energy Way • Apple Valley, MN 55124 USA
P: 1.952.232.1700 • F: 1.952.997.6225
e-mail: info@celadonsystems.com

